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Executive Summary: The purpose of this proposal involves the innovation and deployment of
chemometric tools for process control and optimization. The term ‘chemometrics’ refers to a series
of statistical tools that take large portions of data and extract relevant information. These tools
include techniques such as Partial Least Squares (PLS) which allows a user to decompose a data
matrix and build models that can be used for many different purposes such as process
intensification or reaction monitoring. Chemometric analysis is typically performed with
multivariate data; making it an excellent partner for most PAT instruments that use Raman, InfraRed or Fluorescence spectroscopy. Real-time process control and optimization may be achieved
by coupling the high-performance sampling and measurements capabilities of PAT tools to the
rapid analysis and automation enabled by chemometrics.
Goals/Objectives:
The innovation and implementation of novel chemometric methods for process control and
optimization will require in-depth evaluation of a number of data handling and analysis
procedures. These will include an exploration of methods for engineering quality assurance into a
system and proactively making decisions through feed-forward models. Additionally research will
be undertaken to improve predictive modeling and the analysis of LIBS spectral information
through high level data fusion and hierarchal modeling.
Primary Objectives:
1. Continue to develop the concept of feed-forward models for prediction of final product
yield from starting materials.
2. Investigate application of high level data fusion for rapid analysis and modeling of
LIBS/Raman spectral data
Budget for 2015-2016: $24,500 - Funds would support CPAC research staff to support the
analytical work and supplies/travel needs for the research.
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Background: Process understanding relies on optimizing three key concepts; sampling,
measurement and analysis. Chemometrics is an integral component in each of these concepts from
sampling statistics to background correction to predictive modeling. By applying advanced
chemometric techniques, rapid improvements in understanding can be made throughout an entire
process.
Background - Feed-Forward Modeling
CPAC researchers have developed a Continuous Flow Reactor system, equipped with NeSSI
technology, capable of producing over 3500kg /per year from a single unit. The smart CFR system
employed a multichannel Raman spectrometer to validate product quality in real-time and
occupied a total footprint of 1m3. This smart system has demonstrated rapid optimization and
quality assurance through the use of Raman, NeSSI and CFR technology. However, because
measurements of product quality are performed post reaction, any issues related to reagent quality
or reactor performance will result in the formation of small volumes of out of specification product.
The current control mechanism for the reactor is a traditional feedback system that relies on
operator input based upon assessment of reactor sensors (temperature, pressure and flow rate) and
Raman chemical information. This is a non-optimal procedure that can lead to the production of
small aliquots of undesirable product.
Proposed Work – Feed-Forward Modeling
We propose the development and employment of feed-forward models to certify final product
yield by using the fusion of regent spectra and reactor parameters (such as T, P and F). The feedforward model would first ensure the reagents meet a pre-determined specification before being
loaded into the CFR. This approach prevents the use of counterfeit or poor quality reagents, and
protects consumers from potentially harmful chemical agents. Once the reagents pass the
authentication stage, the
feed-forward
model
would employ real-time
data fusion and modeling
to predict final product
quality. This prediction
will be compared to the
desired
product
specifications, if the
prediction meets the
desired specification the
reagents will be released
into the reactor. If the
predicted yield is outside
the acceptable range, the
Figure 1 - Basic Outline of Feed-forward model architecture
reactor conditions will be
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modified to achieve the desired range in product yield. Implementation of this technology will
ensure that the materials produced in the reactor meet quality specifications, furthermore this
technique could be applied across any manufacturing process were information regarding raw
materials can be gathered.
Background - LIBS Spectral Analysis
Recent improvements in laser technology and CCD arrays have led to a significant increase in the
application of LIBS for process analysis. LIBS is an incredibly data rich technique and can be used
across a wide array of industries owing to the minimal sample preparation required for analysis.
The increased usage of LIBS spectra has amplified the demand for techniques and procedures for
handling and analyzing LIBS spectra.
Previous work by CPAC researchers
has focused on preprocessing methods
and techniques for the removal of
information not associated with the
LIBS analytical signal.
Proposed Work – LIBS Spectral
Analysis
We propose to build upon previous
CPAC research and harness LIBS
spectra for classification and
predictive modeling purposes. To
Figure 2 - Typical complex LIBS spectra
achieve this goal research will be
conducted to first produce methods for
rapid elemental identification and
quantification using LIBS spectra.
Secondly high level data fusion
methods will be applied to combine
relevant outputs from a number of
hierarchal models to fully extract all
information from the LIBS. Figure 3
shows an overview of a higher order
Figure 3 - High level data fusion schematic
data fusion procedure. In this
procedure three different models are
produced using the LIBS data, each model is built using a different technique and extracts
different sources of information. High level data fusion fuses the outputs of the different models
together to produce a fused matrix. The newly fused matrix undergoes a final round of modeling
that could be useful for numerous application including classification and quantification
algorithms
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